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When you transport charged particles, 
what kinds of interactions you have to take into account ?

________________________
________________________
________________________

Charged Particle Simulation: 
Interactions
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 Elastic scattering

 Inelastic scattering with bound electrons leads to ___ and ___:

i. If the secondary electron energy is above your cutoff energy, 
what you need to do ? This electron is called ____-ray.

ii. If not, you only need to consider _______ ?  How do you call 
this process ?

 Bremsstrahlung

 Positron annihilation 

Charged Particle Simulation: 
Electron & Positron Interactions
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Let’s consider charged particle elastic scattering:
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Angular distribution ??

 Preferred scattering angles & corresponding energy loss ?
How many times of scattering for a short path length ?

 This is called “_______ scattering” !

Charged Particle Simulation: 
Electron & Positron Interactions

x = m/M
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 Then if a collimated charged particle beam is incident, 
how do you expect its lateral profile as a function of the 
depth ?

 Total number of collisions a fast electron undergoes 
until it stops: 105 - 106

 If you are doing random sampling for each scattering 
event, an expected computing time ?

 How can you address this problem ?

Charged Particle Simulation: 
Multiple Scattering Issue
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In order to overcome this challenge, most Monte Carlo codes 
employ the “Condensed History” technique

(M.J. Berger, in: B. Alder et al. (Eds.), Methods in Comput. Phys., vol 1, 
Academic Press, 1963, p. 135) 

 Bundle large numbers of collisions and “condense” into a 
single step !

 For a given path length step s, sample energy and direction 
from a multiple scattering distribution model.

 How can we justify this ? s requirement ?

*** See the paper Nucl. Instr. Meth. B142 (1998) 253 

Charged Particle Simulation: 
Multiple Scattering Issue
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Variance Reduction Techniques
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Variance Reduction Techniques

What do you mean by “Variance Reduction” ?

Whenever you carry out a simulation, of course, 
You always want to keep variance _____ !!

 How can you accomplish this from your simulation 
experience so far ?

McMaster
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Variance Reduction Techniques

Example)  

Suppose there is a 5 cm thick -ray absorber ( = 2 cm-1 for 
absorption) and you aim to simulate interactions with the 
material located behind the absorber.

 Gamma-ray transmission probability ?

 Computing time to get 10,000 photons transmitted ?
(Suppose a computing time of 100 s per source particle)

Is this efficient ??? 
 Any other “active ways” you can think of ???
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Variance Reduction Techniques

Example)  (continued) 
 In your Monte Carlo codes, after interaction position sampling, 
the next step you need to do ?

When an absorption is sampled, what action you have taken for 
the source particle ? Why ? 

 In this particular example, which interaction do you prefer ???
 Can you enforce ? What sort of permission required ? 
 How can you call this method ? 
 You accomplished your goal, but you are seriously 

“biasing” __________ !!!

Can you trust the simulation result ? 
What you need to do ?? How ??? 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
1. Survival Biasing

In order to correct for your “forced survival”, you must do:

(Suppose the particle weight before interaction = “w0”)

i. “Unbiased” normal case: 
w before interaction w average after interaction

absorption scattering
w0 ??                   ??               

ii. “Survival biasing” case:
???                  ???

 Particle weight after 10 interactions ???
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
1. Survival Biasing

In general, for any kind of Variance Reduction techniques,
you must ensure:

 unbiasedunbiased pdfw
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
2. Forced Interaction (or Collision)

How “Forced Interaction” sounds like ?? 

Its situation in contrast to “Forced Survival ??

Step 1: A particle of weight “w0” enters a region of interest.

Step 2: The particle is split into two:
i. One makes transmission without interactions 

 wuncollided = w0×______ 
(d0: distance to the surface along the direction vector) 

ii. The other is “forced to have an interaction”  !!!

 wcollided = w0×______ 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
2. Forced Interaction (or Collision)

Step 3: Sampling the interaction depth

i. Pdf: 
pcoll(s) = __________   

(from the general requirement)

ii. Cdf: 

Pc(s) =  ____________

 Check cdf values at s=0 and s=d0 !!

iii. Interaction depth si from a random number ri: 

si = ___________

biasedbiasedunbiasedunbiased pdfwpdfw 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
3. Russian Roulette

 How on earth this “crazy gambling game” can be applied to 
“Variance Reduction” ?

Have you ever heard “Russian Roulette” ? 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
3. Russian Roulette

What happens if a particle undergoes scattering many times ?
 Its weight ??
 Probability of this kind of situation ??? 

Then what sort of action do you want to take in this case ??
Again, you must ensure to keep ______ ?? 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
3. Russian Roulette

How you want to kill those extremely small weight particles ?

Simply always kill ?? Or another way ??
 A sort of “_____killing” required !!!

Does the name of the technique make sense now ???
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
3. Russian Roulette

Step 1: Set the particle weight cutoff value wc and the probability 
cutoff pcut:

wc =  _____             pcut = _____  

Step 2: Whenever the particle weight w becomes: w < wc, 
generate a random number ri:

i. If  ___________ You should kill the particle !

ii. Otherwise           ___________
 Does this include a proper “correction” for biasing ??

 How can you make a correction ?? 

 ___________

 Can you apply this to a Russian Roulette gambling ??

1.001.0  cutp

biasedbiasedunbiasedunbiased pdfwpdfw 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
4. Exponential Transform

Designed for 

1) Deep penetration problems: shielding calculations

Pdfunbiased = 

What problem you encounter with the unbiased pdf ?
 In which way you want to bias ?
What parameter you need to change ?

2) Surface problems: photon buildup
What problem you encounter with the unbiased pdf ?
 In which way you want to bias ?

Common goal in 1) & 2)  ___________
But the biasing directions must be opposite each other !!!
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
4. Exponential Transform

The solution for both cases is:    

pdfbiased =

d: cos  range ???

C: a free parameter  range required ??

Sampled depth: si = ________________

Biased weight: wi = ________________

sC
d

deC )()(  

biasedbiasedunbiasedunbiased pdfwpdfw 
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Variance Reduction Techniques:
4. Exponential Transform

Let’s see how this works !
i. C > 0: 

If d > 0  Particle direction ? More absorption or less ?
This condition is called “Path-length stretching”
For which case, is this good ??

If d < 0  ??                              ?? 
“Path-length shortening”  Is this still good for the case ?

ii. C < 0: 
How do you expect ?? 

sC
d

deC )()(  


